Specialized Certificate in
Blockchain Applications for Healthcare

Develop a fundamental understanding of and gain new insights with this definitive introduction to Health Blockchain architectures, case studies, and commercialization strategies. Expert faculty and practitioners explain the intricacies of the Health Blockchain landscape and identify meaningful opportunities to generate new value for both consumers and organizations.

Who Will Benefit:
The program is intended for multidisciplinary groups of students, professionals, healthcare practitioners, technologists, business management, and entrepreneurs.

Program Highlights:
• 100% on-line specialization for those with both technical and non-technical backgrounds;
• Learn blockchain fundamentals and the “Fit-for-Purpose” model for the healthcare ecosystem;
• Participation of real-world practitioners of blockchain development and implementation and created by blockchain thought leaders from two universities;
• Explore blockchain use cases in different phases of conceptualization, pilot, testing, and commercialization;

Learn More
Robert Houghtaling, Program Manager
rhoughtaling@ucsd.edu | 858.534.4041
extension.ucsd.edu/healthblockchain